
 
ASEC is a Berlin-based artist and label project that

centers around raw, yet hypnotic movement-oriented
electronic music. His sonic roots come from Manchester's

underground scene but have fiercfully readapted the
concept of building up tension and atmospheric releases

with high-intensity tracks create momentum on the
dancefloor.

 
 At the heart of the ASEC's unique offering is his modular
live set that narrates an unimaginative story, the product

of his expansive musical vision. 
From dark textures and idiosyncratic melodies, ASEC is

one of the few acts that genuinely delivers on the promise
of a one-of-a-kind live set, which was shown in his last

year's Boiler room debut.  
 

ASEC recent releases include a full length EP on
Counterchange Recordings names 'Trauma Bond'.  A full-
length works exclusively on his label, with the last release
featuring remixes from Kwartz (Pole group) and Temudo

(Klockworks). In addition, ASEC has also seen tracks
released on household labels Planet X and MORD.

Book ASEC

ASEC

Manchester, UK

Counterchange, MORD, Planet X

https://pointcollective.agency/artists/asec/


◇ One (1) Allen & Heath Xone 96 mixer for the

own use of the Artist only

◇ Artist will bring his live gear

◇ A table of minimum length of 180cm long x

80cm wide x 100cm tall

◇ Two (2) movable input EU socketfor 220

volts (Type F)

◇Two (2) high quality monitor speakers

placed left and right of the Artist at shoulder

height

◇Monitor volume must be accessible to

talent during the performance

Food

Drinks

◇ Any style of nice comfortable restaurant. 

◇ No fast food 

◇ Severely allergic to sesame seed and apples

◇ 4 x bottles of still water 

◇ 5 x Gin tonic

◇ Cold beer / cocktails

◇ 2 x Redbull 

ASEC

Manchester, UK

◇ If at the event the monitor speakers, are

not working correctly or  are suffering from

feedback / delay and/or distortions and no

replacement can be found, artist will NOT

preform

◇ Soundcheck is mandatory and will be

required no later than two hours before the

beginning of the event 

◇ Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist

The artist prefers dim atmosphere with light

on mixer only

F L I G H T S
◇  Luggage : 1 x personal item 

+ 1 Carry-on (10kg)

◇ Seating: Extra Leg room

◇ Airline: Flexible 

◇  Departure city: Berlin, DE

H O T E L
◇  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

◇ Airbnb: Yes 

◇ Bedroom: Superior double room  

◇ Preference: Near venue or 

city centre.

Artist Live Gear

180cm

80
cm

Extras ◇ Fan and clean towel on set

PROFILE

SET UP

TRAVEL 

GEAR

CHECKLIST

CATERING

Counterchange, MORD, Planet X


